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An imbalance between excitation and inhibition in the cerebral cortex has been suggested as a possible
etiology of autism. The DLX genes encode homeodomain-containing transcription factors controlling the
generation of GABAergic cortical interneurons. The DLX1 and DLX2 genes lie head-to-head in 2q32, a
region associated with autism susceptibility. We investigated 6 Tag SNPs within the DLX1/2 genes in two
cohorts of multiplex (MPX) and one of simplex (SPX) families for association with autism. Family-based
association tests showed strong association with five of the SNPs. The common alleles of rs743605 and
rs4519482 were significantly associated with autism (Po0.012) in the first sample of 138 MPX families,
with the latter remaining significant after correction for multiple testing (Pcor¼0.0046). Findings in a
second sample of 169 MPX families not only confirmed the association at rs4519482 (P¼0.034) but also
showed strong allelic association of the common alleles at rs788172, rs788173 and rs813720
(Pcor¼0.0003–0.04). In the combined MPX families, the common alleles were all significantly associated
with autism (Pcor¼0.0005–0.016). The GGGTG haplotype was over transmitted in the two MPX cohorts
and the combined samples [Pcoro0.05: Pcor¼0.00007 for the combined MPX families, Odds Ratio: 1.75
(95% CI: 1.33–2.30)]. Further testing in 306 SPX families replicated the association at rs4519482
(P¼0.033) and the over transmission of the haplotype GGGTG (P¼0.012) although P-values were not
significant after correction for multiple testing. The findings support the presence of two functional
polymorphisms, one in or near each of the DLX genes that increase susceptibility to, or cause, autism
in MPX families where there is a greater genetic component for these conditions.
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Introduction
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) are a group of neuro-

developmental disorders known as pervasive developmental

disorders, characterized by impairments in social interaction

and communication, and the presence of restricted activities

and interests. ASDs are life-long conditions that are hetero-

geneous in etiology and highly variable in phenotype.
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Genetic epidemiological studies (twin,1–3 sibling4,5 and

family6,7 studies) have provided considerable evidence

for the presence of genetic factors in autism. ASDs have

been proposed to result from the interaction of multiple

genes and the interaction of genes and environmental

factors.

Based in part on the high prevalence of epilepsy and

seizures in individuals with autism,8 it has recently been

suggested that an imbalance in the ratio of excitatory to

inhibitory impulses in the brain may contribute to the

development of autism by causing hyperexcitability in

the cortex.9,10 Rubenstein and Merzenich11 proposed an

elegant model for autism in which there is an increased

ratio of excitation to inhibition in those neural circuits that

are responsible for language development and social

behavior. They support their hypothesis with an extensive

review of studies focused on understanding neural systems

that are involved in memory, affiliative behaviors, and

sensory–perceptual processing, and the modulation and

integration of these systems, all of which are compromised

or abnormal in individuals with autism. In their compre-

hensive review of the neuroanatomy and neurotransmitter

systems in autism, Polleux and Lauder9 further suggest that

an imbalance between excitation and inhibition in the

cortex, resulting from genetic and environmental factors

affecting either the pattern of neuronal populations and/or

the synaptic assembly of these neuronal networks, provides

a compelling model for the underlying neurobiological

defects that result in autistic behaviors. Therefore, the

investigation of genes that control the growth of popula-

tions of inhibitory or excitatory neurons as potential

autism candidate genes is warranted. Among these, the

DLX genes, which encode a family of homeobox transcrip-

tion factors that are expressed during forebrain develop-

ment,12 are attracting growing interest.

Mouse models have revealed the involvement of the Dlx

genes in the differentiation and migration of GABAergic

neurons. Both differentiation and migration of striatal

interneurons are blocked in Dlx1/2-null mice,13,14 and

GABAergic neurons fail to migrate to the cerebral

cortex.15,16 Although Dlx1/2 and Dlx2 ablations are fatal,

Dlx1-null mice are born healthy, but experience a time-

dependent reduction in GABAergic interneurons in the

hippocampus,17 a brain region involved in learning and

memory. Post-mortem studies have implicated abnormal-

ities in the development of the hippocampus in autism.9 In

Dlx1-null mice, the reduction in GABAergic inhibitory

impulses also causes late-onset epilepsy,17 which is more

prevalent in individuals with autism than in the general

population.8 Both Dlx2 and Dlx5 induce expression of

glutamic acid decarboxylases,18 which are involved in the

synthesis of GABA. A functional alteration in DLX genes

may alter the differentiation and migration of GABAergic

interneurons, consequently changing the inhibition/

excitation ratio in some parts of the brain. Thus we have

hypothesized that the DLX genes play a role in ASDs

through their proven involvement in the development of

the GABAergic system.

DLX genes are arranged in bi-gene clusters, two of

which, the DLX1/DLX2 and DLX5/DLX6 clusters, are

located in chromosomal regions 2q32 and 7q22, respec-

tively. These regions have shown association with autism

susceptibility in genome scan studies,19 making these DLX

genes good positional candidates for ASDs.

Although the two previous association studies examin-

ing single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the DLX2

and DLX6 genes did not find association with autism,20,21

these studies were limited to the analysis of the coding

regions of the genes. The study by Hamilton et al22 of rare

variants in the DLX1/DLX2 and DLX5-DLX6 regions in

families with autistic children also did not establish an

association of these variants with autism susceptibility;

however, only those variants leading to non-synonymous

amino acid substitutions were investigated. Therefore, we

investigated 6 Tag SNPs in the region covering the DLX1

and DLX2 genes in two independently recruited cohorts of

multiplex (MPX) families, as well as a simplex (SPX)

cohort, for association with susceptibility to autism. Our

findings on the two MPX cohorts strongly support a role

for these genes in the etiology of ASDs.

Materials and methods
We performed the study in a two-stage design. Sample 1

consisted of DNA samples from 138 MPX families pur-

chased from the Autism Genetics Resource Exchange

(AGRE: www.agre.org), including 288 affected children

(219 males and 69 females). A second group of families,

Sample 2, consisted of 169 MPX families (208 affected

males and 145 affected females) recruited from across

North America by the Autism Spectrum Disorders –

Canadian–American Research Consortium (ASD-CARC;

www.AutismResearch.ca). In addition, we examined 306

SPX families recruited by ASD-CARC, including 256

families with affected males and 50 with affected females.

All MPX families had at least two affected siblings. Family

selection criteria for the Sample 1 families from AGRE have

been described previously.23,24 Diagnoses of the affected

individuals varied in the AGRE families, with 220 meeting

criteria for autism, 20 for ‘not quite autism’ and 45 for

‘broad spectrum’. The designations ‘not quite autism’

and ‘broad spectrum’ are not DSM-IV diagnoses but are

defined by AGRE (http://www.agre.org/agrecatalog/

algorithm.cfm). The diagnoses of the affected individuals

from the Sample 2 and SPX families were based on multiple

approaches including comprehensive assessments by

collaborating ASD-CARC clinical geneticist-led interdisci-

plinary teams and Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised

(ADI-R)25 and/or ADOS26 or PDD Behavior Inventory
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(PDDBI)27,28 data. All of the affected individuals in the

MPX families had a clinical standard diagnosis of ASD by

no less than the ADI-R and ADOS and standardization

according to DSM-IV criteria. Among the 306 affected

children in the SPX families, 262 have ADI-R data available,

all meeting diagnostic criteria for autism or not quite

autism. PDDBI information was available for the remaining

and all met the cutoff for autism or PDD.

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of

all participating ASD-CARC institutions including Queen’s

University, New York State Institute for Basic Research in

Developmental Disabilities, University of Manitoba, and

University of British Columbia. Written informed consent

was obtained from parents of all participating family

members from Canada and the United States (and through

AGRE for the AGRE families).

SNPs were selected based on haplotype structure infor-

mation available from the HAPMAP project (http://

www.hapmap.org/). Tag SNPs were identified with the

assistance of the Haploview program (v3.32) (http://

www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/haploview/)29 and the Applied

Biosystems SNPbrowsert software (v3.5) (http://www.

appliedbiosystems.com), using the following criteria:

(1) SNPs with minor allele frequencies of 40.05 and

(2) CEPH samples as a reference group because our ASD

families are mostly of European descent. Six Tag SNPs in a

30-kb flanking region of the DLX1 and DLX2 genes were

selected for study (see Figure 1).

SNP rs788172 was genotyped using traditional RFLPs. A

217-bp fragment covering this SNP was amplified by PCR

using the following primers 50-CTCTGTCTGTGCGCTGGT

AA-30 and 30-AGGCGAAGTCCATTTCTCAA-50. PCR was

performed on a Peltier Thermal Cycler (MJ Technologies)

using 8ng DNA in a reaction volume of 4 ml, containing
1� PCR buffer (Invitrogen), 4�0.2mM dNTP, 24ng

each of the forward and reverse primers, 2.0mM MgCl2,

and 0.2U Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen). PCR consisted

of 30 cycles of 45 s at 951C, 30 s at 611C, and 30 s at 721C.

Cycling was preceded by a 5min denaturation step at 951C

and followed by a 6min incubation at 721C. PCR products

were digested with PstI restriction endonuclease (New

England Biolabs). Digestions were carried out overnight

at 371C in a reaction volume of 7ml, containing 15mM

MgCl2 (Invitrogen), 1� PCR buffer, 2� BSA (New England

Biolabs), 0.67mM DTT, 0.6U of PstI restriction enzyme, and

4 ml of PCR product. Electrophoresis of digested samples

was carried out in a 2% agarose gel and the DNA fragments

were stained with ethidium bromide. Samples were scored

based on the presence of the expected bands for each allele

and each result was read independently by two persons.

Genotyping of the other five SNPs was carried out using

validated custom TaqMan SNP Genotyping Assays (http://

www.appliedbiosystems.com) on an ABI Prism 7900HT,

using 384-well plates. Duplicate samples and negative

controls were included in each plate to check the accuracy

of genotyping. Genotypes were automatically scored with

the SDS 2.2.2 software using standard parameters.

Before data analysis, each polymorphism was assessed in

parents and affected cases using w2 for deviations from

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium with the HWE program (Ott

J, 1999).30 This step was performed to determine whether

there was any departure from HWE because such a finding

can suggest that the marker is linked to a susceptibility or

protective allele.

Genotypes were checked for Mendelian inconsistencies

using the FBAT program (v1.7.3)31 and all identified

Mendelian errors were either corrected by regenotyping

individual samples or omitted from data analysis. Linkage

disequilibrium (LD) of each pair of SNPs was assessed using

the 2LD program.32 To perform family-based single-marker

and multi-locus tests of association, the FBAT program

(v1.7.3) was used.31 FBAT is an extension of the original

transmission disequilibrium test.33 It uses a generalized

score statistic to perform a variety of transmission

disequilibrium tests for single marker alleles, haplotypes

and genotypes in the presence or absence of linkage.

Because FBAT uses conditional distributions in deriving the

Figure 1 Linkage disequilibrium (LD) map of the DLX1/DLX2
genes. Thirteen SNP markers within the 30 kb of genomic sequence
spanning the DLX1/DLX2 genes. Pairwise LD among SNPs was
estimated using D0 with Haploview. The number inside each rhombus
is a D0 value*100. The structure and position of the DLX1/DLX2
genes, the positions of the 6 Tag SNPs for genotyping are indicated
(SNP markers in bold).
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distribution for the test statistic under the null hypothesis,

biases owing to population admixture, mis-specification of

the trait distribution, and/or selection based on a trait can

be avoided. FBAT uses data from related triads and there-

fore can handle MPX families when testing for transmis-

sion disequilibrium. All family-based association tests in

this study were performed using an additive model under

the null hypothesis of no association in the presence of

linkage. The individual haplotype tests were conducted

under the ‘biallelic’ mode in haplotype FBAT.

Corrections for multiple comparisons

As the SNPs that we examined show a high degree of

intermarker LD (ie, non-independence of the tests) and

there are two haplotype sub-blocks, we corrected for

multiple comparisons by applying a correction factor of 8

(2 (samples)�2 (test-retest)�2 (haplotype sub-blocks)) for

all the tests. The corrected P-values (Pcor) were calculated

by multiplying the P-values by eight. Results were con-

sidered significant at Pcoro0.05.

Estimating odds ratios

Odds Ratios were calculated according to the suggestions of

Ackerman et al, 2005,34 by comparing the observed number

of transmitted alleles or haplotypes and the number of non-

transmitted alleles or haplotypes. The number of non-

transmitted alleles or haplotypes were calculated by multi-

plying the number of expected transmissions by two and

subtracting the number of observed transmissions.

Results
Figure 1 shows the locations of the six SNPs tested. The

alleles in the cases and parents from both sets of MPX

families and the SPX families were in Hardy–Weinberg

Equilibrium (HWE).

The results of the single marker FBAT analyses are

summarized in Table 1. In the single marker FBAT tests in

Sample 1 families, we found highly significant preferential

transmission of the common T allele of rs4519482

[P¼0.0006, Pcor¼0.0046, OR¼1.96 (95% CI: 1.44–2.76)]

and significant preferential transmission of the common G

allele of rs743605 [P¼0.012, OR¼1.74 (95% CI: 1.26–

2.41)] although this was marginal after correction (Pcor¼
0.096). Both SNPs are located in DLX2. The remaining four

SNPs (rs788172, rs788173, rs813720 and rs13390848),

which are in or near the DLX1 gene, did not show

significant association although there was a tendency

towards over transmission of the common alleles for three

of the SNPs: rs788172-G, rs788173-G and rs813720-G.

The T allele of rs4519482 was significantly over trans-

mitted in the Sample 2 families, although the significance

was not as strong as in the Sample 1 families. The

significant association of rs743605 in the Sample 1 families

was not evident in the Sample 2 families. Interestingly,

three common alleles at rs788172-G, rs788173-G and

rs813720-G, which showed only a tendency towards over

transmission in the Sample 1 families, were very signifi-

cantly over transmitted from parents to affected offspring

[Pcor¼0.039, 0.0003 and 0.0054, respectively; OR¼ 1.70

(95% CI: 1.23–2.35), 2.21 (95% CI: 1.59–3.08) and 1.86

(95% CI: 1.53–2.37), respectively]. Unlike in the Sample 1

families, the rs13390848-G allele was also over transmitted

in the Sample 2 families [P¼0.017, OR¼1.63 (95%CI: 1.16–

2.29)], although this was not significant after correction.

All of the common alleles of the markers were signifi-

cantly over transmitted in the combined MPX families

(Table 1).

Table 1 Single SNP FBAT for association of 6 Tag SNPs in the DLX1/DLX2 genes in MPX families with ASD

Sample 1 MPX (N¼138) Sample 2 MPX (N¼169) Combined MPX (N¼307)

SNP Allele S E(S) Z P Pcor S E(S) Z P Pcor S E(S) Z P Pcor

rs788172 A 139 152 �1.617 0.11 101 121 �2.814 0.0049 0.039 240 273 �3.095 0.002 0.016
G 247 235 1.617 223 203 2.814 470 438 3.095

rs788173 A 135 145 �1.256 0.21 89 118 �4.108 0.00004 0.0003 224 263 �3.72 0.0002 0.0016
G 239 230 1.256 229 200 4.108 468 430 3.72

rs813720 C 141 155 �1.725 0.085 107 133 �3.4 0.0007 0.0054 249 288 �3.548 0.0004 0.0031
G 245 232 1.725 249 224 3.4 495 457 3.548

rs13390848 T 106 103 0.494 0.62 116 100 2.388 0.017 0.14 222 202 2.02 0.043
G 218 222 �0.494 190 207 �2.388 408 428 �2.02

rs4519482 A 97 123 �3.441 0.0006 0.0046 84 98 �2.123 0.034 181 221 �3.982 0.00007 0.0005
T 217 192 3.441 166 152 2.123 383 344 3.982

rs743605 A 139 159 �2.5 0.012 0.096 171 181 �1.24 0.21 310 340 �2.641 0.0083 0.066
G 213 193 2.5 231 221 1.24 444 414 2.641

Pcor: Corrected P-values. See Methods for a description of the correction applied for multiple testing.
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We also tested the 6 Tag SNPs in 306 SPX families. Only

the common T allele at rs4519482 showed an association

with ASD [P¼0.033, OR¼ 1.59 (95% CI: 1.11–2.27)] before

correction (Table 2).

As the common alleles at rs788172, rs788173, rs813720,

rs4519482, and rs743605 were individually found to be

associated with ASD, we next tested whether a haplotype

consisting of these alleles was over transmitted in the

different family groups. Strikingly, a haplotype composed

of rs788172-G, rs788173-G, rs813720-G, rs4519482-T, and

rs743605-G was significantly over transmitted in both sets

of MPX families, as well as in the combined MPX families

[Pcor¼0.036, 0.0022 and 0.00007, respectively; OR¼1.89

(95% CI: 1.25–2.86), 1.96 (95% CI: 1.33–2.9) and 1.75

(95% CI: 1.33–2.30) respectively] (Table 3). There was also

a tendency towards over transmission of this haplotype in

the SPX families (Pcor¼0.096)

Based on haplotype structure information from HAPMAP

(Figure 1) and the data from this study (not shown),

rs788172, rs788173, rs813720, rs4519482 and rs743605 are

in the same major haplotype block. However, it is clear that

there are two sub-blocks, with rs788172, rs788173 and

rs813720 being in the first sub-block covering the DLX1

gene and rs4519482 and rs743605 in the sub-block cover-

ing the DLX2 gene. We therefore performed haplotype

transmission tests on the two sub-blocks of haplotypes and,

similar to the single marker analysis, we found: (1) the

rs788172-G rs788173-G rs813720-G haplotype in the first

sub-block was very significantly over transmitted in the

Sample 2 and combined MPX families [Pcor¼0.00058 and

0.0005, respectively; OR¼1.88 (95% CI: 1.32–2.69) and

1.57 (95% CI: 1.25–1.97) respectively] (Table 3), with

marginal and no significance in Sample 1 MPX families

and SPX families, respectively; (2) in contrast, the

rs4519482-T rs743605-G haplotype in the second sub-

block showed highly significant preferential transmission

in Sample 1 and combined MPX families [Pcor¼0.014 and

0.0034; OR¼1.85 (95% CI: 1.28–2.67) and 1.53 (95% CI:

1.2–1.96) respectively], with marginal and no significance

in the Sample 2 MPX and SPX families, respectively

(Table 3).

Discussion
In this study, we provide support for a role of the DLX1/

DLX2 genes in the susceptibility or cause of ASDs. Evidence

for association of 5 Tag SNPs in the DLX1/DLX2 genes,

namely rs788172, rs788173, rs813720, rs4519482 and

rs743605, was presented. Family-based association analysis

revealed that the rs4519482-T allele consistently showed

Table 2 Single SNP FBAT for association of 6 Tag SNPs in
DLX1/DLX2 in SPX families with ASD

SNP Allele S E(S) Z P Pcor

rs788172 A 137 143 �0.715 0.47
G 233 228 0.715

rs788173 A 154 159 �0.553 0.58
G 256 252 0.553

rs813720 C 162 169 �0.784 0.43
G 262 256 0.784

rs13390848 T 109 104 0.712 0.48
G 213 218 �0.712

rs4519482 A 85 99 �2.16 0.033 0.26
T 173 159 2.16

rs743605 A 186 187 �0.122 0.9
G 222 221 0.122

Pcor, Corrected P-values. See Materials and methods for a description
of the correction applied for multiple testing.

Table 3 Family-based haplotype association for the rs788172, rs788173, rs813720, rs4519482, and rs743605 SNPs in the
DLX1/DLX2 genes in families with ASD

Haplotypes Family set Frequency S E(S) Z P Pcor

Sample 1 MPX 0.35 90 76 2.84 0.0045 0.036
GGGTG Sample 2 MPX 0.34 103 85 3.63 0.00028 0.0022

Combined MPX 0.34 193 163 4.44 0.00001 0.00007
SPX 0.37 140 124 2.51 0.012 0.096

GGG- - Sample 1 MPX 0.637 229 214 1.93 0.054
Sample 2 MPX 0.65 222 195 3.97 0.00007 0.00058
Combined MPX 0.644 451 410 4.00 0.00006 0.0005
SPX 0.64 214 208 0.73 0.47

- - -TG Sample 1 MPX 0.384 116 98 3.14 0.0017 0.014
Sample 2 MPX 0.42 130 120 1.83 0.068
Combined MPX 0.405 246 218 3.54 0.00042 0.0034
SPX 0.433 149 139 1.47 0.14

Pcor, Corrected P-values. See Materials and methods for a description of the correction applied for multiple testing.
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significant association in the 138 Sample 1 MPX families,

169 Sample 2 MPX and the combined group of 307

MPX families, as well as in 306 SPX families. We also

showed that the rs788172-G, rs788173-G and rs813720-G

alleles were associated with ASD in the Sample 2

MPX families, whereas the rs743605-G allele was asso-

ciated with ASD in the Sample 1 MPX families, with these

four SNPs all showing significant association in the

combined MPX family cohort. Interestingly, Hamilton

et al22 reported an increase in the frequency of the

rs743605-G allele in the sample of AGRE families they

examined when compared with a control group of

samples (P¼ 0.04). We also identified a risk allele-contain-

ing haplotype, rs788172-G rs788173-G rs813720-G

rs4519482-T rs743605-G, that was highly significantly

over transmitted from parents to autistic children in

all the families studied, with the significance in MPX

families (Pcor¼0.00007) being much greater than that

in SPX families. We suggest that the two sub-blocks in

this major haplotype block may be linked to different

functional polymorphisms in the different cohorts of

families.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first compre-

hensive Tag SNP-based study covering the DLX1/DLX2

region using two different sets of MPX family samples. The

Sample 1 MPX families were obtained from AGRE and the

majority is from the United States. The Sample 2 MPX and

all SPX families were recruited by ASD-CARC through an

on-line Research Registry and by collaborating clinical

geneticists whose clinics include a large number of

individuals with definitively diagnosed ASDs. These fa-

milies are predominantly from Canada, although some are

also from the United States.

Many factors may contribute to a failure of replication in

association studies of complex genetic disorders,35,36

including study design, sample size, recruiting strategies,

power issues, and sources of true variability among

populations. Consequently, our study illustrating the

association of ASD to Tag SNPs in the DLX1/DLX2 genes

in two cohorts of MPX families, as well as SPX families,

recruited using different strategies and different subject

sources across North America, supports the DLX1/DLX2

genes as contributing factors to ASD etiology. We suggest

that there are two functional polymorphisms in the DLX1/

2 genes, with one present in each of the haplotype sub-

blocks, and that the different family cohorts have different

proportions of the functional polymorphisms. The Sample

2 families appear to have a higher proportion of a

functional allele in the DLX1 gene and the Sample 1

families have a higher proportion of a functional allele in

the DLX2 gene, reflecting the sub-blocks that are most

strongly associated with these respective families. On the

basis of this hypothesis, the SPX families would have a

higher proportion of families with a functional poly-

morphism in the DLX2 gene.

The Homeobox-containing DLX gene complexes are of

interest because they regulate the development of a subset

of cortical and striatal neurons. The Dlx2 gene has been

shown to be involved in forebrain development in the

mouse, regulating the migration and differentiation of

neurons in the subcortical telencephalon.37 DLX2 is one of

the major transcription factors expressed in GABAergic

neurons of the neocortex.38 Among neurotransmitter

systems, some of the strongest evidence supports defects

in the GABAergic inhibitory system in autism.39 Unlike

pyramidal neurons, GABAergic interneurons migrate tan-

gentially for considerable distances, and thus may be

susceptible to genetic or environmental factors acting

during early development.40 Thus the DLX gene com-

plexes, which are involved in the differentiation and

migration of GABAergic interneurons, can be added to

the GABA receptor genes as contributing to the autism

phenotype. Furthermore, the Dlx genes regulate the

expression of the X-linked Arx gene in basal ganglia

progenitor cell populations,41 and a subset of patients with

a mutation of ARX gene have autistic features.42,43 Both the

neuropathological findings, which indicate altered organi-

zation of specific regions of the brain44–46 and the

co-occurrence of autism with a number of neurological

and cognitive disorders, including epilepsy,8 support a role

for the DLX gene complexes in interneuron development

and GABAergic-mediated pathophysiological changes that

are central components of autism.47 We had only a small

group of individuals (n¼ 32) with confirmed seizures.

There was increased transmission of the risk alleles and

risk haplotype to affected children in this group of families,

although it was much less significant than the overall

group of families (data not presented).

Testing for association in SPX families revealed increased

transmission of only the rs4519482-T allele (P¼0.033) in

single SNP analyses and over transmission of the GGGTG

haplotype (P¼0.012), for which the significance was

lower than that in the MPX families. As most SPX families

have relatively small sib-ships, it is possible that this

increased transmission is restricted to those families that

are ‘misclassified’ as SPX secondary to reduced penetrance

(may only be 10–20%) and small family size (many

families had only one or two children). Furthermore, a

finding of significant association or a trend towards

association with autism in the SPX families strengthens

the relevance of our findings, because families with other

sporadic genetic causes, as well as those where environ-

mental factors predominate, will reduce the significance

substantially.

There are some important limitations to this study. First,

we did not have samples from many of the unaffected

siblings in the MPX cohorts. For the AGRE families, when

we purchased the samples, we chose families in which

there were few or no unaffected males. As a result, there

could be a bias in the types of families that were included.
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This may account for the differences in the DLX1/2 SNPs

that were found to be associated with autism in the two

MPX cohorts. If the alternative alleles and haplotypes are

significantly transferred to the unaffected siblings, this

would strengthen our interpretation. Second, it will be

important to obtain more complete information about

epilepsy and seizures from each participating family so that

we can determine whether there is, indeed, an association

of DLX1/DLX2 haplotypes with this quantitative trait or

other traits, such as head circumference or hearing loss,

which can be used to stratify the families further. Finally,

rare variants in the DLX1/2 genes will be important to

examine as they may lead to the identification of the

functional polymorphisms that are responsible for the

associations with autism seen in the two MPX family

cohorts. Despite these limitations, we believe that the

findings do support a role for the DXL1/DLX2 genes in

autism.

To conclude, we hypothesize that functional variants in

the DLX1/DLX2 genes linked with the common risk

haplotype found in this study, together with other

vulnerability genes and epigenetic and environmental

factors, contribute to the development of autism. A search

for such functional variants in the DLX1/DLX2 genes is

warranted.
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